
AUR

Asia's #1 sought-after Feng Shui Expert

Aur is the $5 Billion Dollar 

Feng Shui Coach

and private consultant to Asia's Richest and most powerful 

members.

Clients 
include:
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With more than 30 years of experience consulting and speaking about 
Feng Shui on stages and screens around the world, Aur is the perfect 
candidate for your Event.

For more than 30 years Aur has been coaching, mentoring & 
speaking to individuals, businesses & large audiences to help 
them create great success; financially, physically & emotionally 
using practical Feng Shui, Astrology, and Billionaire Buddhist 
Mindset practices.

Having privately consulted for Royal families, Fortune 100 
Billionaires and some of the world's biggest brands to help them 
grow their empires, Aur is one of the highest sought-after 
experts in her field.

Delivering profound powerful coaching & mentoring programs 
around the world, Aur has also helped thousands of people to 
create positive life-changing transformations in virtually every 
area of life, from their career to their health and relationships, 
using her Feng Shui & Astrology tools.

Who is Aur?
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AUR
The $5 Billion Dollar 

Feng Shui Expert

Clients include:

Several Aur’s students gather for ceremonial 
prayer at Thailand’s grand Palace.



• Consultant for over $5 Billion Dollars in Personal Property

• Private Advisor Royal Families, Forbes 100 Billionaires, 

Celebrities, and Globally recognized Brands.

• 10 years TV Host (Top 2 in ratings Nationwide).

• Celebrity Expert Guest for International TV Shows.

• Mentor to over 4,000 Feng Shui & Astrology Students

• Author of “Your Home Reveals Everything About You”

• Creator of #1 Astrology Lifestyle app “Aur la Vie”

• Over 100,000 social media followers.

Accomplishments
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Behavioral Feng Shui
Aur's scientific approach to Feng Shui is like
Environmental Psychology meets Ancient Physics.

Her unique style of Feng Shui reveals how a person’s
surroundings shapes their personality, lifestyle,
relationships, financial life, and health - With 100%
guaranteed accuracy.

Symbology & Numerology
Aur teaches how every number, alphabetical character,
shape, and color have tangible influences on your life.

She then shares how to use the power of these factors to
create tangible results including improved business
negotiations, better health, increased financial success,
and easier communication with loved ones.

Expertise

Spiritual Dimensions
Through 30+ years of meditation and mind training, Aur
has honed her mind to tune into dimensions and worlds
many thought were only bedtime stories. I.e. ghosts,
dragons, goblins and more.

Weekday Astrology (Taksa)
Aur has developed a highly accurate Astrology
system, known as Taksa.

This system reveals how the day of the week you
were born reveals any aspect of your personality,
health and behavior – with uncanny accuracy.

Physiognomy (Face Reading)
Aur teaches a method to systemically predict a
person’s personality and life from their physical
structure. As she explains, everything in this
world is there for a reason, including every single
small aspect of our physical appearance.
Everything has a reason, and a meaning.

Billionaire Buddhist Mindset
Through her combined experience of spiritual
practice and being highly engaged in the business
world among her world-class clientele, Aur has
developed what can be called a “Billionaire Buddhist
Mindset”, using Buddha’s teachings to help create
real worldly success ethically and honestly.
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Aur (with her kids) teach Feng Shui to a sold-out 
crowd in Bangkok’s largest theatre venue.



A group of Aur’s students travel to China for a 
Feng Shui tour and special prayer ceremony.



Students receive blessings from Aur during her 
annual Teacher’s Ceremony in Bangkok, Thailand.



Reviews

“Aur’s Feng Shui advice saved my business over $3.5 
million dollars in 6 months.”

CEO, Beauty Gems.

‘Aur helped me increase my restaurant’s revenue by 
300% within 30 days.”

“Aur’s simple reason and logic saved my marriage.”

“If people study with Aur, they can be happier, gain 
more money, and a happier family. Essentially 
everything for a happy life.”

…

…

…

…Medical Doctor
UN (United Nations)

Project Manager
NGO Thailand

Celebrity TV Chef
Spring Summer, Ch3.

“Aur’s advice helped us go from only a few thousand 
in our bank account to over $2.5 Million in assets and 
a successful business in 2 years.”

…Business Owners
Fikze Car Detailing

"It helps your life by coming to her and knowing
her. I don't know how much money you're going
to spend on other people's lessons but don't.
With others, it's just business, all about money.
But with her, it's about getting to know and
better your life. It really helps with friendships,
family, and even the love life.”

…Lawyer
Self Employed
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